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Samples from Multisyllable Words Lesson 4 Common Prefixes: 

The complete Multisyllable lesson 4 contains lists for 24 common prefixes. (pages 211-219)  
 

non- (not) 

nonuse nonsense nonstop nonprofit nonliving 

nonmetal nonbasic  nonburnable nonlethal nonnative 

nondescript nonstandard nonrigid nonverbal nonvisual 

nonfatal noncorrosive nonbeliever nonviolent noncontrolling 

noncompliant noninvasive nonmember nonvocal nontoxic 

nonconforming nonreactive nonproductive nonresident nonexistence 

nonflowering nonlinear noncombatant nondurable nonlicensed 

nonflammable nonobjective nonrestrictive nonexempt nonproductive 

 

over-  (excessive or above/on top of) 

overall overtake overtime overwork overstep 

overlay overland oversight overboil overcame 

overdrive overkill overrun overblown overboard 

overcast overcome overdo overhand overwrite 

overhang overwhelm overhear overlap overturn 

overthrow overlook overpass overspend overreach 

overheat overdose overeat overhead overseas 

overcharge overhaul overprice overrate overpay 

overview overpower overshadow overruled overextend 

overeager overexpose oversimplify overactive overestimate 

overcrowded overdeveloped overcharged overprotective 
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mis-  (bad, amiss, wrongly, not) 

misshape misfit miscall misfire misdeed 

mismatch mislay mislead mistreat misuse 

misguide mishear misplace misread misjudge 

miscount misdate misrule misspoke misspell 

mislabel mistrial misprint misquote mistake 

misdirect misguided misnomer mistaken  misconduct 

misbehave mismanage mispronounce misapply misjudgment 

misclassify misunderstand misinformed misappropriate misprinted 

misrepresent miscalculate misinterpret misquoted misdirected 

 

sub- (under, beneath or below) 

subway subfloor submit subdue subtext 

subscribe subside subject sublease submerge 

subgroup subscript subset sublet subtract 

subsequent subsidy subtropics subdivide subcompact 

subalpine subdevelop subsample subzero subtotal 

subcontract subsurface subarctic substandard substitute 

submarine subatomic subcontinent subclassify subordinate 

 

pre- (before or in front of) 

precede precook predict preface preset 

prefer  prefix preflight prescribe prevent 

preview predate preclude prewarn preheat 

prepaid preschool pretest prejudge presume 

predawn presoak prepay preplan presale 

prescribed prearrange  preamble predispose prefigure  

preliminary preoccupy preregister preprogram predestined 

predominate prefabricate  prehistoric preliminary predesignate 
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Samples from Multisyllable Words Lesson 5 Common Suffixes: 
The complete Multisyllable lesson 5 contains lists for 11 common suffixes. (pages 220-225)  

 

-able (capable of; likely to; tending to) 

washable bendable readable workable moveable 

loveable solvable  fixable peaceable mixable 

breakable suitable curable changeable teachable 

payable treatable learnable changeable valuable 

adjustable achievable adorable presentable predictable 

reasonable questionable honorable favorable agreeable 

comfortable employable noticeable manageable preventable 

punishable  exchangeable avoidable enjoyable excusable 

excitable supportable serviceable respectable perishable 

returnable invaluable remarkable chargeable  available 

repairable unnoticeable disagreeable considerable durable 

allowable justifiable knowledgeable acceptable deliverable 

forgettable identifiable  indisputable inseparable invaluable 

preventable adaptable untreatable attainable 

 

-ible  (capable of; likely to; tending to) 

sensible visible possible terrible tangible 

edible credible audible forcible feasible 

defensible  detectible reducible digestible collapsible 

collectible convertible impossible expressible destructible 

constructible suggestible accessible digestible reversible 

transmissible impossible irreversible plausible indefensible 
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-ness (condition of; state or quality of being) 

thickness weakness madness sickness quickness 

paleness goodness wellness illness darkness 

kindness blindness calmness smoothness dimness 

softness likeness neatness newness brightness 

faintness greatness freshness fairness sadness  

gentleness cleverness wilderness happiness foolishness 

bitterness laziness thankfulness usefulness playfulness 

alertness unhappiness clumsiness bitterness forgiveness 
 

-ment (the product or result of; the means of; the result of) 

placement vestment statement basement treatment 

pavement ointment parchment figment torment 

easement  payment abatement detachment deployment 

installment argument experiment equipment filament 

adornment escarpment engagement enforcement amazement 

complement  government  excitement supplement ornament 

employment agreement replacement announcement refreshment 

punishment enjoyment enrichment endorsement banishment 

adjustment fulfillment astonishment development document 

appointment confinement enticement amusement settlement 

achievement contentment environment advertisement requirement 

apartment commitment assignment sacrament  alignment 

nourishment parliament assortment disbursement containment 

astonishment compliment retirement tournament testament 

embarrassment   allotment displacement encampment amusement 

 


